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Step 1 
As you see, today we are going to talk about the weather. Can you read each                

description? 
 
Point to each picture and ask your students “What is the weather like?”  

 
 
What is the weather like?  
How is the weather?  
 
 
It is ______ 
It was _____ yesterday 
 
 
Step 2 
Begin with Russian and ask you students to tell you each word in English. Then flip the                 

card and make them repeat each English word after you. 
Quizlet - https://quizlet.com/265278553/basic_weather_lesson51-flash-cards/ 

 
Step 3 Practice  
Exercise 1 
Fill in the gaps using these words: 
Changeable dry hot shower humid rain thunder lightning 
 
In my country, the weather in spring is very ______. It can be pleasant and ______, but                 

we often have ______. It can get ____ in the summer for two or three months. and in the cities it                     
is often ______, especially before a storm. It's cooler on the coast, where there is usually a sea                  
breeze. In autumn, we get some heavy ______. perhaps with ______ and lightning. In winter it                
can be dry sunny and freezing, or grey and damp. 
 

Exercise 2 
For each sentence choose the most suitable word. 
 
1 There was a bit of sunshine between the showers/lightning.  
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2 Do you like watching the lightning/thunder when it's stormy?  
3 The air in the Sahara Desert is dry/humid, and it's very hot/cool at midday  
4 Showers usually last a few hours/minutes.  
5 in cold. wet weather, your clothes feel damp/humid.  
6 By the sea you get a nice breeze/wind.  
 
Exercise 3 
Fill in the blank using one of these words : shined, rains, weather, snows, lightning, degrees,                
storm, cold 
 
1 The sun  ________ every day last month.  
2 When it ___________ I take my umbrella. 
3 It is lovely _____ today, isn't it.  
4 When it ________, we can go skiing  
5 You see _______ before you hear thunder.  
6 It is 24 _____ here today.  
7 It is dangerous to be in a small boat at sea in a ______.  
8. It is very  _______in Siberia in winter. 
 
 
 
 
Discuss the following questions : 
 
Did you see the weather forecast? 
What is the weather like Kupiansk? 
What is the weather like in Summer? 
What was the weather like yesterday? 
What kind of weather do you like? 
Does it rain much in Ukraine? 
When does it usually snow in Ukraine?  
What is your favorite season? 
 
If you have some time left you can ask your students to discuss these pictures : 
Picture 1 - 
https://www.earthnetworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/iStock-186538582-ColumnA-min.jp
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Picture 2 - 
https://d2v9y0dukr6mq2.cloudfront.net/video/thumbnail/d-Wgo33/new-york-city-skyline-traffic-br
ooklyn-bridge-people-bicycles-nyc-sunny-day-slow-motion_ehg8silwx__F0002.png 
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Picture 3 - 
http://newsroom.kh.ua/sites/default/files/styles/main_article_image/public/field/image/52988.jpg?
itok=D9LGS95Q 
 
Picture 4 - https://2day.kh.ua/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/zima-prishla-1.jpg 
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